Protonic Ceramic Fuel Cells as novel electrochemical devices
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ABSTRACT

Proton ceramic conductors are novel materials which are interesting from the application point of view. For example, Protonic Ceramic Fuel Cells (PCFCs) is a type of a solid oxide fuel cell, which uses proton ceramic conductors as an electrolyte. Scientists are looking for the most efficient materials for these devices. In recent years main focus has been put on the search for new proton and mixed proton-electron conductors which could be applied as electrolytes or electrodes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Global demand for electrical energy is still rapidly increasing [1]. Due to technology advancement human population use more and more electrical devices. Electrical energy has been used since 16th/17th century. The scientific revolution took off at the end of the 16th century, and it was mainly concerned with mechanics and medicine [2]. Groundbreaking discoveries performed by Gilbert, Coulomb, Volta and many others were a milestone in understanding the laws of electricity. Their achievements in electric engineering were inspiring for the future inventors. For decades people has been trying to improve present technologies. The main reason of this is the tendency to improve the quality of our lives. Current energy production is based mostly on fossil fuels, which deposits are predicted to be exhausted in several decades. Therefore, nowadays scientists are looking for new sources of energy. Numerous scientific groups are focusing on renewable energies. Moreover, people also need sources of energy which could power up for example cars, buses or trains [3]. This demand can be fulfilled by the fuel cell
technology. It should be stressed that currently, several companies produces buses or cars powered by fuel cells [4], but they are usually not solid oxide fuel cells.

2. FUEL CELLS – PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

A fuel cell is an electrochemical device which produces electrical energy through the chemical reactions. First fuel cells were invented in the 19th century [5]. The main components of a fuel cell are two electrodes (anode and cathode) and an electrolyte separating layer.

In order to produce energy out of a fuel cell, the fuel has to be continuously supplied to the device. The most efficient fuel is hydrogen, which must be delivered to the anode. On the other electrode, the cathode, oxidizing agent, for example, oxygen or air, must be delivered. These principles of fuel cell operation are shown schematically in Fig. 1.

![Fuel Cell schematic](image)

**Figure 1.** Fuel Cell schematic

If an appropriate fuel and oxidant are supplied (in this case hydrogen and oxygen), following chemical reactions take place:
Anode reaction: $2H_{2(g)} \rightarrow 4H^+ + 4e^-$

Cathode reaction: $O_{2(g)} + 4e^- \rightarrow 2O^{2-}$

Overall reaction $2O^{2-} + 4H^+ \rightarrow 2H_2O$

There are many different kinds of the fuel cells, which vary with type of supplied fuel, type of electrodes (typical, single layer) and electrolytes (liquid, solid) [6]. In the case of Protonic Ceramic Fuel Cell cathodes consist of mixed proton-electron or triple (proton, oxygen ion and electron) conducting polycrystalline materials [7]. The electrolyte most commonly used are proton conducting ceramics [8] and the anode is mixed proton-electron conductor [9].

3. HYDROGEN TRANSPORT IN PCFC

PCFC performance strongly depends on the hydrogen ions transport mechanism in the electrodes and electrolyte. Therefore, nature of this transport is of interest in the scientific community. The mechanism of proton conduction is still not entirely understood. Hydrogen ions $H^+$ are protons, which cannot exist separately in the crystal structure. Because proton has the highest charge density among all known ions in the periodic table, $H^+$ is highly affected by the Coulomb force. Therefore, in oxides, protons form bonds with oxygen ions and exist in the crystal structure as $OH^-$ groups called ‘protonic defect’. Scientists postulate two possible conduction mechanisms of these. One of them is called vehicle mechanism, in which proton is moving together with bigger ion, atom or molecule (in this case oxygen ion). It is illustrated in Fig.2. The second one is called Grotthus mechanism and in this mechanism, oxygen ion does not move in the crystal structure, whereas proton can be transported between oxygen ion positions. The movement is a two-step process. First, the O-H bond is rotating and in the second step, $H^+$ jumps to another oxygen ion. Because of the jumps present in this process, the mechanism is also called hopping mechanism and it is depicted in Fig.3. [10]
4. MATERIALS FOR PCFCs

Last decades were focused on finding novel materials for the electrodes and electrolytes for PCFCs [11]. The most common materials for an electrolyte are yttrium doped barium cerate, and yttrium doped barium zirconate (BCY and BZY, respectively). They exhibit the highest proton conductivity among perovskite type material [12, 13]. Sneha et al. showed that the proton conduction in BCY occurs by means of the defect equilibrium reactions between the oxygen vacancies, holes, lattice oxygen and water vapor at elevated temperatures [14]. Bae et al. showed that BCY/BZY electrolyte cell was much more stable under negative voltage operations than BCY, thus local electronic conduction, as well as chemical stability, can be
achieved by utilization of a BZY layer on the cathode side [15]. Another group of materials which have been extensively investigated for several years is rare earth niobates. They could be applied as an electrolyte in PCFCs. These compounds have chemical formula RENbO$_4$ [16] or RE$_3$NbO$_7$, where RE is a rare-earth metal (for example, lanthanum, yttrium, gadolinium…). Lanthanum orthoniobate LaNbO$_4$ is a material which also can be used as an electrolyte. It exhibits proton conduction in wet atmospheres [17]. In temperature around 520 °C phase transformation from monoclinic to tetragonal occurs [18]. Schematic representation of this transformation is shown in Fig. 4 [19]

![Figure 4 Phase transition from monoclinic to tetragonal in LaNbO$_4$ [19]](image)

Ca or Sr doping at the A site (in ABO$_4$ system) introduces oxygen vacancies and thereby improves the electrical conductivity - a proton conductivity is close to 0.001 S/cm under 2.5% H$_2$O at ~950 °C [20]. Another group of rare earth niobates is RE$_3$NbO$_7$ which is interesting from the structural point of view. Depending on the rare earth metal radius, these compounds crystallizes in defect fluorite type structure with various symmetry systems. This dependence is shown in Fig.5.
Y₃NbO₇ crystalizes in defect fluorite type structure with Fm̅3m space group. This material has oxygen vacancies in the crystal structure [22] – Fig. 6. If these vacancies are filled with water vapor, the OH⁻ defects are forming which enhances the total conductivity of the material, with protonic conductivity incorporation [23]. It can be assumed that then Grotthus mechanism of transport takes place.

**Figure 5** Ionic radius dependence of space group [21]

Materials for electrodes should exhibit good thermomechanical compatibility with the used electrolyte, excellent electrochemical activity for fuel oxidation at low temperature and high
electronic and ionic conductivity. Such properties are achievable in cermet electrodes, a composite material composed of ceramic (cer) and metallic (met) materials. This kind of materials are commonly used in the case of an oxygen ion conducting SOFCs. The most common anodes for the cells with the yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) electrolyte are Ni-YSZ cermets but also e.g. \( \text{Ni}_{0.7}\text{Ce}_{0.3}\text{O}_{0.8}\text{Sm}_{0.2}\text{O}_{1.9} \) cermet anode was reported by Chen et al. [25]. A similar approach may be used in the case of PCSOFCs. For example, Taillades et al. used Ni–BaCe\(_{0.9}\)Y\(_{0.1}\)O\(_3\) (Ni-BCY) as cermet for the anode [26]. Also Li et al. reported cells, consisting of a Ni-BZCY anode, a 20 µm BZCY electrolyte, and a \(~20~\)µm La\(_{0.6}\)Sr\(_{0.4}\)Co\(_{0.2}\)Fe\(_{0.8}\)O\(_3\) (LSCF) and Y\(_{0.25}\)Bi\(_{0.75}\)O\(_{1.5}\) (YSB) infiltrated LSCF cathode [27]. Their electrical tests were performed at 550 °C using humidified hydrogen as the fuel and ambient air as the oxidant. They showed that introducing 40 wt% of YSB influenced current density, which increased from 46 mW/cm\(^2\) to 167 mW/cm\(^2\).

In the last few years a number of studies have been focused on triple conducting oxides, which have mixed e\(^-\)/O\(^2-\)/H\(^+\) conducting properties [28]. A key obstacle to the practical operation of protonic ceramic fuel cells (PCFCs) is the development of high efficient cathode materials. Li et al. reported triple phase conducting composite consisting of Gd\(_{0.1}\)Ce\(_{0.9}\)O\(_{2-\delta}\) (GDC) infiltrated PrBaCo\(_2\)O\(_{5+\delta}\) (PBC) - (BZCY) materials as the novel cathode of PCFCs [29].

3. SUMMARY

The electrical energy market is changing rapidly due to depletion of fossil fuels deposits. Scientists are trying to find new sources of energy. One of them are the fuel cells, which produce electrical energy through simple chemical reactions. A novel Protonic Ceramic Fuel Cells are investigated. These devices have few major advantages: produces electrical energy through simple reactions, operates at lower temperatures (in opposition to Solid Oxide Fuel Cells), and are environmentally friendly. Scientists are presenting modern materials which could be used as electrodes or electrolytes in such fuel cells. Exhausting gas coming from a chemical reaction is typically water vapor, thus no waste is released to the atmosphere.
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